Brushes by Karen
March / April Promo
Our Spring Trend Sale & New Product Intro!
Our New line of all natural lipsticks are infused with certified organic ingredients.
Vegan & Gluten Free!

Natural/Organic Lipsticks
dŚŝƐŶĞǁ ƐůĞƩ Ğƌ
Introduces our ﬁrst
three Spring Shades.
ĚĚŝƟŽŶĂůĐŽůŽƌƐƚŽďĞ
announced soon!

Organic antioxidant-rich jojoba,
Avocado & Coconut oils deeply
nourishes & moisturize lips.

Naturally derived, Organic Butters
(Mango, Cocoa & Cupuacu) are
soothing, moisturizing & have
regenerative properties to help
improve skins elasticity.

Stock up on our Spring Pics.
They are 15% oﬀ
in March & April
and are sure to be your
top sellers this season!

Matte Black
Case inclear
frostedbox.

ZŝĐŚ͕ ĐƌĞĂŵǇůŽŶŐůĂƐƟŶŐĐŽůŽƌ͊
Natural/Organic Lip Glosses

New Shades are now Vegan / Gluten Free
Antioxidant rich botanical extracts & essential
oils, coconut and Shea butters keep lips
hydrated & protected with a beautiful shine.

15% oﬀ select shades with minimum met order.
ůůƵƐƵĂůƚĞƌŵƐĂŶĚĐŽŶĚŝƟŽŶƐĂƉƉůǇ͘
ŽŶƚĂĐƚǇŽƵƌƐĂůĞƐƌĞƉĨŽƌŵŽƌĞŝŶĨŽƌŵĂƟŽŶ͘

K ƌĂŶŐĞzŽƵWƌĞƩ Ǉ͊
This season Orange really is the new black!
We’re seeing loads of Bold Orange lips!
We’ve toned it down a bit with our new, Natural Lipstick in Coral Kisses.
This shade is sure to become a staple in your makeup kit year round.
Just enough color to brighten up your smile without screaming “Look at Me!”

Wanna amp it up a bit?
Top it off with our Natural Lip Gloss in What a Drama Queen.
This darker pop of Orange is surprisingly easy to wear.
You will be amazed how many skin tones it works with.
Wear it over lipstick or alone. Pare it with Mineral Blush in Mocha.
This soft and natural color can be applied all over as a light bronzer.
For this look…. Keep every else simple. Let the lips speak for itself.

K ƵƌE Ğǁ >ŝƉƐƟĐŬƐĂƌĞ
all Natural and loaded
ǁ ŝƚŚůŝƉĐŽŶĚŝƟŽŶŝŶŐΘ
moisturizing, Organics.
New shades will be
Introduced next month
and seasonally.
Vegan / Gluten Free

WƌĞƩ Ǉ͚ŶWŝŶŬ
Think Spring, Think Pink!
Our beautiful new pink lineup starts with a sheer, creamy lipstick in Precious Pink.
So soft, so pretty, so my new favorite color. This girl is putting down the nudes and browns for a change.
I’m gonna be pretty ‘n pink this season.
Our new gloss in Tickled is a high pigmented shade of the perfect shade of pink and I cant decide if I love it
more alone or on top of the lipstick. With its all natural ingredients and its subtle vanilla scent—it looks and
feels good enough to eat!
Keep it soft, simple, girl next door or add a little drama with a playful cat eye.
Yes, the cat eye is still going strong. How you wear it will determine if you’re a kitten or a cat. Meow!

Lip Gloss:
 All Natural
 90% Organic
 Vegan
 Gluten Free
 Cruelty Free

Radiant ‘n Orchid
By now you’ve heard that Radiant Orchid is the Pantone color of the year.
We will be seeing a lot of this color from lips, eyes, nails & clothes.
Our wearable runway take on this trend will have you radiant all year round!
Our new lipstick in Sweet Pea is the perfect compliment of the season’s biggest shade without
being over done. This softly frosted, creamy shade will become a staple in your makeup kit and a
favorite in your clients makeup bag year round.
The new natural Lip Gloss in Wild Orchid is already a BBK staff favorite.
Add it to the bottom center lip of the Sweat Pea for a little dazzle, but go ahead… be brave,
dare to be radiant! and wear it by itself. Surprisingly this bluefish purple delight looked just as
good on our fair skinned staffers as it did on our darker, olive skin gals.
We paired this with our Mineral Blush in Precious. A soft, clear pink that adds a touch of innocence.
Applied to the apples of cheeks and swept across the eyelid –then finished the look with black liner
and mascara. Radiant! Naturally & Organically!

Lipsticks:
 All Natural
 85% Organic
 Vegan
 Gluten Free
 Cruelty Free

